Following is the list of available positions (full time or internship) in Machine Intelligence Center of Lenovo. If interested, please contact Jun Luo at jluo1@lenovo.com

Distributed System Research Engineer

Responsibilities:
- Design and implement large scale distributed system for Lenovo Machine Intelligence Platform
- Study excellent open source projects of distributed machine learning systems

Qualifications:
- Major in computer science or related; master or above
- Strong engineering capabilities: familiar with one or more programming languages (such as Python, Go, Java, C/C++, and etc.); well understand common data structures and algorithms, network programming, and multi-thread programming
- Have experience in using distributed systems such as Hadoop, Spark, Parameter Server, and etc.
- Well understand the concurrency model of distributed system; how to implement the fault tolerance and elastic expansion of distributed system
- Having deep understanding of container technique and container orchestration will be an advantage
- Easy to communicate and have team collaboration spirit

Location: Hong Kong/Shen Zhen